


hyalustar is the new brand
of beauty that blends
elegance and technology to
daily beauty routine.
hyalustar uses the latest raw material
generation to create the perfect match
between science and cosmetics.



hyalustar products contain PrincipHYAL® Cube3

superactive hyaluronic acid,
a latest generation hyaluronans
with a new mechanism of action
for a unique result.

· lifting and anti-aging effect
· hydration and protection
· increase in the penetration of   
  active principles



Fermentation is a natural process’ derivation
that has brought innovation to both
food and cosmetic worlds, enhancing
the plant extracts contained in products
while keeping their beneficial properties unaltered



It consist of a series of reactions that allow
the transformation of large molecules present in nature
into smaller, dermocompatible molecules.
In this way the nutrients and minerals can be faster absorbed
by the skin, becoming rich in antioxidants and amino acids.

Therefore, fermented
ingredients have a higher
concentration of actives,
increasing their antioxidant,
nourishing and protective action.

Fermentation makes ingredients
more powerful and effective,
producing a beneficial 
and long-lasting effect.



lipbalm
Regenerating
lipbalm.

hydrating face cream
Ultra-active cream
for face skin care.

invigorating
body cream
Slimming and modeling
cream.

eye patches
100% hyaluronic treatment
with microneedles.

face serum
Ultra-active serum
for face skin care

∙ PRODUCTS ∙

patch occhi
Trattamento all’acido 
ialuronico con microaghi.



∙ PRODUCTS ∙

nails and cuticles serum
Ultra-active serum for the care of
nails and cuticles.

super hair filler
Ultra-active cream
for hair care.

hydrating hand cream
Ultra-active cream
for hand skin care.

ialuronico con microaghi.

volumizing
mascara

plumping
lipgloss

For an incredible curling
and volumizing effect.

Nourishing lipgloss that
gives a glamorous effect.
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∙ marketing e merchandising ∙

- Counter display for each item
- Floor display 8 references H160cm
- Showcase sign 50x70
- Beauty bag promo poster 20x30
- Beauty bag

BEAUTY BAG

BEAUTY BAG PROMO

SHOWCASE SIGN

FLOOR DISPLAY

COUNTER DISPLAY

@hyalustar www.hyalustar.it@dermaser


